MEDICAID ALERT

TO: BabyNet Providers

SUBJECT: BRIDGES Integration Webinar and Email Address

The South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (SCDHHS) IDEA Part C, BabyNet and Medicaid Operations teams conducted a webinar to begin preparing early intervention providers for the upcoming changes to the BabyNet Reporting & Intervention Data Gathering Electronic System (BRIDGES) system and billing processes.

The webinar was held June 20, 2019, from 10-11 a.m., and is now posted on the BabyNet website, https://msp.scdhhs.gov/babynet/. In order to access the webinar, please visit the site and select, “For Providers” and then “Announcements” from the drop-down navigation menu.

As mentioned during the webinar, an email address has been established to capture all questions regarding the upcoming changes to the BRIDGES system. The email address is BRIDGES@scdhhs.gov. Please note, not all questions will receive an individual response. However, questions sent to this email may be addressed in future SCDHHS communications or during face-to-face trainings for service coordination providers. In order to categorize the questions as they are received, please use the subject line of the email to capture the nature of your question(s).

Thank you for your continued support of the South Carolina BabyNet program.